Pre-Camp Training Day for Volunteers:
July 19th, 2022
Camp #1 July 20th, 2022 - Ages 14-18
Camp #2 July

21st,

2022 - Ages 18-21

The camps will be held in OKC.
These Specially Designed DRS STEM Camps
are a no cost one-day in person camp for
individuals with Autism.
Lunch is provided.

Learn about costs associated with manufacturing
products, and how companies price products to make a
profit to stay in business.
You will create all this using a computer, printer, and
related technologies! Most importantly, you will
develop technology skills that will last a lifetime!
Contact Renee Sansom Briscoe, rsansom@okdrs.gov ,at
The Oklahoma Department of Rehabilitation Services
for more information about the STEM Camp.
For information about Tech-Now email us at:
Tech-Now@hotmail.com

Times: 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Registration Link: will be posted at a later date.
Who? Open to all Oklahoma students with autism, ages
14-21. Parents, guardians, and siblings are encouraged
to support this learning experience by helping if needed
or wanted (must attend pre-camp training).

What: Learn to use computers, software, and related
technologies to design and create:
Power Racer Dragsters, Pin Back Buttons, And More!

This camp is sponsored by The Oklahoma Department of Rehabilitation Services.

Listed below are the text descriptions of the poster images. The
poster images all have Alt Text descriptions.

The DRS Logo
A five-sided star with colored chevrons around the sides, with each
chevron made up of three shades of the colors dark blue, blue,
green, red, and orange. The star is white and to the right side are
the words Oklahoma Rehabilitation Services.
The STEM Camp LOGO.
The logo is comprised of a green S, an orange T, a magenta E, and a
blue M, and the word camp in yellow letters at an angle across the
right, bottom corner of the M.
The word technology in the color green.
The word design in the color orange.
The words product development in the color orange.
The word engineering in the color magenta.
A picture of four bracelets that are stacked upon one another. The
bottom bracelet is black with DRS Stem Camp in the center with an
image of a green HT Racer to the left and a blue racer to the right.
Stacked on the left and right are two bracelets. A blue and pink
heart covered bracelet with the DRS Logo, and a yellow and
burgundy bracelet with a knight logo with the words Classen
Knights.

Mr. X Logo
A red circular ring with the text Presidential Award-Winning Teacher,
Inventor, and Reality Show Personality following around the circle.
Mr. X is in large blue text with the last name DeRennaux, inserted
on, and in alignment of the slash mark of the x. There are three
gears inlayed on a yellow circle within the red ring.
A Picture of A Round, I Heart Computers, Pin-Back Button
A dark blue circle with a smaller yellow circle covering about ninety
percent of the blue circle. A large green letter "I" overlaid on a re
heart shape with the word "Computers" in purple across the bottom
of the heart.
Tech-Now Logo
A rainbow of colors surrounds a shape of the state of Oklahoma,
with the words Tech-Now Inc. in black letters on the Oklahoma State
shape.
The Autism Foundation of Oklahoma logo.
Six colored triangles arranged into a pattern so that the triangles
make a multicolored shape that looks at little like an hourglass at a
forty-five-degree angle. The colors are purple, red, orange, green,
cyan, and sky blue.
The U Make This Stuff Logo
A large red uppercase U with the words Make This Stuff in black in
front of the large U.

Power Racer Logo
The capital letters P & R that are stylized with gear teeth with the
words Power Racer overlapping the P & R.
A Power Racer
A blue colored racer. Designed on the computer, printed, and
assembled using 3d printed parts and the color printed racer body.
The Racer is approximately 3.25 inches by 6 inches. It has the U
Make This Stuff logo. The racer has a thin blue stripe on the sides
that runs the length of the vehicle and blue flames on the hood.

This camp is sponsored by The Oklahoma Department of Rehabilitation Services.

